Welcome to Metnet Seminar
In Budapest, Hungary
BUDAPEST – EASY ACCESS BY AIR

- Liszt Ferenc Airport
- 40 national and 14 low-cost airline companies
- Shuttle airport minibus service
Fast railway connection to Vienna, Austria, Slovakia, Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia, and Romania. EASY ACCESS BY TRAIN OR CAR.
**MEETING VENUE**

Budapest University of Technology and Economics

- Distance from Airport: 21 km
- Located in the city
- 40,000 m² space
- Direct metro access
- Old and modern buildings

Budapest

Ferihegy Airport
Budapest University of Technology and Economics
Founded in 1782
8 faculties (6 engineering, 1 economics, 1 science)
18 BSc, 17 MSc, 15 PhD programs; 24 000 students
Local organizer: Department of Structural Engineering –
head: Prof. L. Dunai, seminar organizer: L. Horváth
Hotels nearby the BME University

- Special prices for the BME guests
- Different categories from 5* hotels till University Guest House 2*
- Moderate prices in October
Steel Structures in the region

Budapest, Danube bridges
(9 old and new steel bridges)
Steel Structures in the region

M0 highway bridge on the Danube – Megyeri Bridge, Budapest
Steel Structures in the region

M8 highway bridge on the Danube – Pentele Bridge
Steel Structures in the region

North Railway bridge on the Danube – reconstruction works
Steel Structures in the region

Budapest, László Papp
Sport Arena
Steel Structures in the region

Budapest, CET Shopping Centre
BUDAPEST
RICH HISTORICAL HERITAGE
BUDAPEST
RICH HISTORICAL HERITAGE
HUNGARY
RICH HISTORICAL HERITAGE
Welcome to Budapest Metnet Seminar, Hungary in 2015!